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JEFFERSON STUDENTS
PLAN CLINIC --By Delvyn C. Case, Jr.

Rents Rise
in Orlowitz

The people and the neighborhood
at Gray 's Ferry!

By Eugenia Miller
Occupants of Orlowitz Residence Hall will pay an additional
e ight to twelve dollars rent per .
month beginning this January because the city has imposed a
$32,058 tax on the formerly tax
exemp building.
Philadelphia has increasingly
felt burdened by tax exempt institutions which currently occupy
$1.6 billion of the $6. l billion
worth of property in the city.
Because the percentage of tax
exempt ratables has been i:-apidly increasing--a 0.4% increase
occurred in 1969--the Board of
Revision of taxes has been looking for places and reasons to .
impose taxes. If found place and
reason in the city's hospital complexes.
Orlowitz' s tax exempt statis
officially ended January 1 as did
tax exempt statis for "profitmaking" facilities at four other
city hospitals: Temple, Chestnut
Hill, University of Penna. and
Albert Einstein.
According to George M. Norwood, Jr., Vice President for
Business . and Finance, the rational behind imposing the tax
on Orlowitz was that Orlowitz,
because of its size and quality,

dents and Mr. DeMeo began conAn effort is underway by a
tacting community leaders to de. group of Jefferson medical stuvelop rapport and _demonstrate
dents to start a health clinic in
concern. The meetings of opposGrays Ferry (So. Philadelphia).
ing factions were attended: . and
Tom Williams, Shep Dickman,
Larry Berley, RobertCacchione, ' slowly a sense of trust developed. At the sarne time, prelimin- .
and the Editors of ARIEL have
ary patient contact was establishbeen working with Mr. Vic Deed. Early meetings were held at
Meo of the Jefferson Community
a neighborhood bar but now are
Mental Health Center in an area
held at a building that will become
considered part of Jefferson's
the clinic.
Cachrnent area. Grays Ferry is
The essence of the approach
a cornmuhity of 17 ,000 black and
to the community was community
· white citizens in South Philadelphia that until recently has been control: its officers and representatives would have thesulticompletely forgotten.
mate control of services provided
Three months ago, these stuby the medical expertise. The
community people tell the story
that Jefferson tried to start a
clinic "somewhere" in South
Philadelphia early in 1968~ However, resistance to Jeffersonand
group in-fighting precluded suc cess. After the bid for a large
grant failed, little was heard
from Jefferson. The Jefferson
students started with the premise
of cornmunity-contro; therefore
thei arl

The clinic building at Gray's Ferry!

Dr. Young Addresses SAMA

(Continued on pag~! 7)

By Eugenia Miller
Dr. Quentin Young, a national
advisor toSAMA,editor ofHejllth
Right News of the Medical Committee for Human Rights, and an
assistant professor of preventive
medicine and community health
at theUniversityoflllinoisMedical School, addressed members ·
and friends of Jefferson SAMA
chapter about "The Medical Student's Role in Transformation of

Brent Spears

- CBA

By Torn Williams
"Will you help me? ,'' said
Brent Spears, would be senior
medical student at Jefferson, to
the group of 30 or 40 black medical students. They had assembled in a Jefferson Commons
meeting room at .the beckoning
of Brent who had taken a leave
of absence from medical school
to be projectdirectoroftheCenter for Medical Careers. "Will
you help me recruit disadvantaged, especially black college
students by working voluntarily
with me and the Center for Medical Careers?" Not all of the
students were paying attention to
rnU<;:h of what was said during
Brent Spears' description of the .
newly formed organization and
during his entreaties. This was
either because of a lack of organization or because there was
a communication barrier between
the black medical students and
Brent Spears, white medical student. The studeI\tS ended up being

persuaded to . work as a gr·oup
giving advice to the Center. Why
did the Center need advice from
the black students? The reason is
that there are no black medical
people on the staff of the Center
for Medical Careers who can
identify with incoming black students. Certainly advice from people who best know blacks and
their problems of trying to enter
medical schools is sorely needed
for the organi zation to function
in its primary goal of assisting
• 'any student who wishes to enter
a health career to realize his
career goal." Fu rth e rm ore,
blacks are best able to relate
to the medical school candidates
when they arrive in Philadelphia
to be interviewed by the medical
schools.
This
problem
of finding
black support is only one of the
· headaches for Brent Spears. The

(Conti,nued on page 3)

the Health Care System," on
Wednesday, December 17, 1969,
at 7:30 in Jefferson Hall mezzanine auditorium.
Dr. Young opened his address
with an analysis of the present
U.S. heal th care system and then
proceeded to describe alternatives to that system. A question
and answer period after the address was followed by a short
discussion of specific opportunities for medical students' participation in new organizations
for health care in Philadelphia
and Chicago.
According to Dr. Young,
health care in the U.S . long fatal
by most standards, is " no longer
failing, but not collapsing.'' While
health care administered to
wealthy suburbia may be adequate and even outstanding, that
iil.dministered in the inner city is
not. The urban ghetto has become
a medical desert where neither
doctor nor druggist can be found.
The ghetto patient, lacking a personal physician, makes use of the
emergency room of the urban
hospital instead. The efficiency
and oper ation of the hospital are
thereby greatly curt ailed.
Forces which are presently
instrumental in the attempt to
create a new health care system
include a new atitude on the part
of the youth of the medical pro fession and the degree of success
reached by community sponsored
local health care centers.
In Dr. Young's opinion, medi-

(Continued on page 3)

somewhat by the discovery that
members of the staff of St. Agnes
Hospital had independently been
working with community members and had been fu_rther along
in their planning. On 1/21/70
Dr. J. Gambescia, Chairman of
the Department of Medicine at
St. Agnes Hospital and Professor of Medicine at Hahnemann
Medical College, and Mrs. A.M.
Massaniso, Assistant Director
of Nursing at St. Agnes Hospital, .
brought members of their staffs
to the 30th and Wharton St. site
of the clinic and began treating
patients. Dr. Gambescia has obtained financial backing from St.
Agnes Hospital and has plans ·
for the rotation of medical students
and nu rs in g students
through the facilities at Gray's
Ferry.
The Jefferson Comm nity
mental health program , however,
would continue because Gray's
Ferry is specifically within the
Cachment area of ] efferson' s

av.e elt some isappointment
at losing an opportunity to extend Jefferson's servi.c es beyond the hospital into the community. However, the major efmulti-disciplinary. Vo lunt ee r
the
physicians would be the personnel fort has yet to begin:
establishment · of a permanent
at the outset. Medical students
functioning
facility. It entails
and nursing students would func.::..
further
negotiations with the
tion similarly as in the clinics
at the hospital. Drugs would be community, enlistment of medical personnel, and procuresolicited from drug companies.
ment of funds.
Funding would then be sought
In Grays Ferry Jefferson ·
from the medical school, local
industries in the Grays Ferry could still have a major role
area, national foundations, and · in providing health services to
the federal government. It has · an area in great need of health
care that is in its backyard.
been hoped that Jefferson would
The Jeff students plan to begin
take a greater and greater role
discussion with members of the
as the clinic developed. The lagfaculty and administration of the
ging clinics at the hospital could
medical college and hospital to
be filled with referrals .from the
obtain volunteer help for the faclinic; and the wards could recilities planned at the clinic.
ceive admissions frorp. the population at G·ray's Ferry.
·
These plans were shattered,

Student
Reports
By Ron Blum
About eight months ago the
faculty-administration heirarchy
at Jefferson was reorganized, refleeting the new university orientation. A new Faculty Curriculum Committee was appointed,
to be chaired by Dr. Thomas
Duane, head of the Department of
Ophthalmology. The pre v i o us
curriculum committee, headed by
Dr. Robert Wise, was constituted
by department chairmen and a d m in i strative representatives.
This committee , after five years
of careful study, recommended
the present ''Core Curriculum''
as established in September, 1967
at ] efferson. The new committee
has taken upon itself a more defined self image. Dr. Duane early
directed the attention of the Committee to basic issues of curriculum and education, rather than
admini strative considerations,
i.e. scheduling, elective approval,

Ron
Grossman
ElectedBy Lynn Porter

December 17th Student Council held its last meeting for the
year. The most important business transacted was the election
of the officers for 1970. Those
elected Were·. Ron GrossmanPt:"esident, Bud Nye-Vice Presidem, Terry Carden-Secretary,
· and Skip Davidson-Treasurer.
Varl· ous other topics were
covered. The Promotion Comrnittee of the Student Curriculum committee met · recently to
discus s pass-fail. Nothing definite has been decided. Further
discus sion on pass-fail is set for
Ja.uuary 9th.
Student Council
again supported Project Haiti
by offering financial assistance
to two of the students participating. Project Haiti sends . eight
Jeff students. to St. John's Clinic for the study of tropical diseases.
No definite decisions
etc. A sub-c~mmittee has been were reached on the other topics
(G_ontin1':e~ ~m _pa_g.e, 5~ .
. , discussed• . _ ..

/
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Ariel in 1970

Dress Code Beyond.

As most of us have learned from the past decade, little is stable
in our society, and few people can remain comfortable and satisfied
for long without someone questioning whether what they are doing is .
really of any significance. So it is with Ariel. We feel that we have
added something to the Jefferson scene simply by our presence and
our point of view which is a bit different from the generally prevailing point of view here. We feel we have inspired some people,
and raised some questions which h!id to be raised -- both inside and
outside of the medical school. On several occasions we may have
even influenced school policy for the better.
Yet there is something clearly lacking. We had hoped to stimulate
some real enthusiasm and vibrancy about health affairs at our traditionally staid institution, butmostofusfeelthat we have not succeeded. Some of '.'C>Ur articles on drug use, abortions, and racial matters
have dealt rather controversially with vital areas of interest, in and
out of the health fields. Responses, if present, were inaudahle. The
health professions simply carmot wall themselves off from soCial,
economic, and other worlds, while declaring health their private
domain. Drug abuse has social, psychological, educational, and legal
implications as well as being a health problem. We have recently
seen at Jefferson how our abortion policy can become fraught with
religious and legal entanglements. Have we asked ourselves what our
responsibility will be when we reach the point-''(which· we aFe ra:pidly. ·
approaching) when the majority of the populace simply ca1U1ot afford
hospital care~ Population control, nutrition, environmentalpollution
are all national problems to which the health professions -must a.a.:.·
dress themselves. But what do we students know about them?
W~ had hoped _that Ariel might act as a sounding board for th~se
issues with participation f:i;:om aH segments of the Jefferson
community. Our medical curriculum touches these areas only peripherally - yet we will all be expected to deal with the problems aris 7
ing from them because' medidne c~n no longer~ separ~ted from the
ills of the total society~ We are responsible for gaining some competence and understanding ·of ·these pr:oblems.
In the coming year then, we ask you to not only read Ariel, but
respond to it. Criticize us, attackus,discuss us, write for us -- but
respond.
·

Resident Evaluations
The third year of medical education classically has introduced
the aspiring student into the exciting new frontier of the clinical· block.
For;mer habits are abandoned arxi participation in the care of the
patient commences. New skills are cultivated, as is acquiring
familiarity with instruments and manual techniques.Humanrelationships now hopeft!_l!Y are being formed. P.or the student this can be a
tremendously rewafding or frustrating experience. Much of the stu-dents' iitii:ude and ·leaning wili ·be· acquired through the residents on
the service. This is a tremendous responsibility, for not only is.he
responsible for the patients' care, but also his actions go along way- in
determining the students' interest in the specialty. In general most
residents do an admirable job inperformingtheirdual role as physician and teacher. realizing this responsibility when they choose to
come to a teaching hosp1taL However, a negligent resident can
and has turned off many students to a field they might have otherwise
considered.
Can a system be devised to prevent against such tragedies?. More
and more educators are realizing the value of student critiques. Such
critiques :-- much like that filled out by the residents.. .ql1 the students
would be reyiewed by house staff. Continual deficiencies as well as
complementary performances could be pointed out. A personal antagonism would be reflected in only one student's evaluation, not his
fellow students'. With the purpose of the improvement of education as
the goal, such a system deserves a chance.

/:r ... . . .

Letters
to the Editor

Ariel encourages comments on the
articles appearing in this paper or
on other subject of typical interest.
Diverse
opinions
are welcomed.
Only typed letters will be accepted.
Manuscripts should be sent to this
• column c/o Ariel , Box 27 , Jefferson
Hall Commons, 1020 Locust St.
Phila., Pa. 19107 . Names will b~
withheld on request and kept in
strict confidence "

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

Carol Dolinskas
W. Cherry Light
Eugenia Miller

.
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I

There has been some discussion recently about the necessity of
a dress code for medical students in the pre-clinical years. (In
the clinical years, dress regulations are left to the discretion of
the individual preceptors: at best, an inconsistent and aribtrary
system.) Even at the high school level, the establishment of such
a code has proven both unwieldy and embarrassing. If not illegal;
it usually results in an atmosphere of distrust and ill feeling between · the student body and the administration. The fact that this
issue can be seriously discussed at this educational level is indeed
disturbi~g.
.
.
.
~
It is no secret that certain faculty members ·and administrators
(and students) are not happy with the dress and personal appearance
of some Jeffersonians. (The reverse is also true). Such reactions
seem quite natural in the context of the nationwide cultural confrontation between the young and the not-so young. What is unnatural is the formulation of school policy according to sartorial
inclination.
The question of dress regulations is only a symptom·of deeper
and more insidious attitudes at Jefferson and other medical schools.
First,)t reflects the schizoid nature of medical education in which
the, student is caught between demand and condescension on the
part of his instructors. If he is expected to assume the responsi., bilicy" fpr the lives ?f others, he must be allowed to assume the
responsibility ·for his own·. Secondly, the issue infers the need to
preserve the professional image, an obligation to the medical establishment. It is time to look past the image and examine the reality
of medicine's inadequate response to the health needs of this country· A coat and tie; will noJ: erase the growing dichotomy between
the potential and the actual level of health care for some members
of our society. If one really wants medicine to remain an honorable
profession, he . would do well to pay more attention to the needs of
the patient and the community and less attention to the length of his
colleague's hair.

What About Wednesdays ?

Maternal Inequality
To the editor:
After having participated in
the program for freshman students in the maternity ward to
watch deliveries, I was appalled
at one blatant injustice there.
Ward patients are not permitted
to have their husbands present in
the delivery room, although private patients are permitted. Unless I am misinformed about the
background of the policies' of the
maternity ward, I must conclude
that this is injustice unexpurgated. For what reason other than
racism and inhumanity can the
hospital, staff dig up to account
for this (I have rejected the excuse that the maternity ward is
understaffed). I think some reevaluation of the ethics and
morality of this situation is imperative here. For what sane or
mor·a1 reason can Jefferson deny
the husband of a ward patient
one thing, yet allow a private
patient's husband that same
thing? .Jefferson OB-GYN, get
rid of this schizophrenic and
unfair policy! _
Tom Williams '73

·S'P&/l'J::
OU7 I
WRITE .

LETIERS
TO
ARIEL

There is nothing new in supporting a switch in the plarming of
Wednesday classes and electives (especially for juniors). Not only ..,• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
has discussion been heard among the students at the college and •
staff at affiliated hospitals but also among the administration at
Jefferson itself.
Wednesday classes mess up the week. To some they are of
. dubious value in · themselves. But most will agree that the split
in the week destroys the idea of continuity of patient care. On some
patients the student m~y have performed the admitting history and
physical on a patient ·on Tuesday, · only to find him discharged by
Thursday. In other cases surgical, procedures may have been. performed on his patient on Wednesday while the · student sits in lecture "listenipg'' to someone ••tell" him about surgery or medicine.
Perhaps he will sleep through the entire morning completely: gaining the benefit of some rest.
, Check ·junior lectures. Surprised by how few attend those inspirational sessions? Why not have hand-outs distributed to all
There has been much controthe students and discuss . the pertinent points during the blocks?
ersy recently over the killings
Is it too much to ask some of the staff to teach a little each day at
f Black Panther leaders, Fred
the bed side rather than ''doing their thing'' once a year in front
ampton and Mark Clark, by
of 35 sleepy junior students? ·
hicago police. Reports of the
Electives are great too.
aid have brought out many conThough many have varying points of view on the need or indeed
icting statements, but the only the quality of Wednesday (and Saturday) lectures and electives,
ay rhe truth will be brought out
surely a large number will support the move of Wednesday activities ·s fi the local, state, and inde. to 'Friday. (If students would not go to electives on Friday afternoon,
endent investigations are carwhy not?)
ied out with fairness to both
It . is bad enough that juniors feel incompetent and uncomfortable
ides. At the moment this may
at · this stage of their clinical training without making them feel they
ot be possible because the Legal have no role in the car~u?L ~!11~!!:_" patiell_t_s u _._except maybe to
id Bureau in charge of prepardraw bloods.
-- - ng the Panther case has almost
o money. If youareinterestedin
eeing th~ truth made public am
ing a semblence of justice
reserved, you are urged to con>" ·; . . -: . .·.
ribute to the Panther Legal Deense Fund. Make any checks payle to the Fund and send them to

Panthers
Accused

ELECTION
MEETING.
. ,·. . :; FOR

':· ·;·•>':·'.-:·> '. .;. : ; :'-

ARIEL EDITORIAL BOARD

Th~ Law office
c/o Flint Taylor
2156 North Halsted Street
Chicago, Illinois
60614
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.Brent Spears

a secretary and the other few
part time workers.• Like CSA,
. (Continued fro,;, page 1}
CMC argues that disadvantaged
problems of trying to get . the - medical students should not be
medical school's in the area to judged under the same criteria
change their policies of admis- as students educated in a select
sion, of reaching motivated and social and cultural environment.
qualified black college students A lower grade point may mean
to info:r:m them that the door that the student has worked twento a medical school is not ne- ty hours a week while in college,
cessarily closed and of fir · :ng or that the student has simply
more help for the overwo~ked not had comparable pre-colleoffice staff are only so~ ·,e ad- i:;iate education. Lower MCAT
ditional more obvi '•f . .d prvb- scores also may indicate' only
ably more easily deaith with that the disadvantaged student problems that Brent ~nears and does not perform under the bias
the Center have to face:
. that the examination portrays.
The Center for Medical ca- Recommendations also have to
reers (CMC) was a result of be more carefully scrutinized
last year's Committee for Black because professors from many
Admissions (CBA) in Philadel- of the institutions from which
phia. CBA, composed of a small · disadvantaged
students apply
group of medical students and have no rapport with the admedical personnel from a few of missions people at the various
the medical schools in the city, medical schools. An admissions
boldly demanded last year that office does not know whether to
the medical schools ace ept one trust such recommendation
third disadvantaged, primarily which because of poor communi~
black freshman. From 1968 to cations also may not even supply
1969 a four fold increase of black the information desired by the
medical students, from 8 to 35 medical school. Finally, most
entering the freshman classes black, disadvantaged college sturesulted. This was only five per- dents perform poorly in intercent of all freshmen, not the an'- views staged in a strange city
ticipated one third, but it was a by interviewers that are persignificant increase. It was in- ceived as unfriendly. All ofthese
tended that this year the Center _factors should be weighed by the
would act as a clearing house admissions people in choosing
for the applications of disadvan- fairly from all their applicants
taged students for any or all those who will be the physicians
of . the six medical schools in of our society.
Philadelphia by means of a comBrent Spears, the director
mon, thus expense saving appli- of CMC, is also in a sense the
cation form _and would arrange image of the organization. How
all of each student's interviews he comes acro_ss to people makes
to occur concurrently to save it or breaks it. "How socially
unnecessarily expensive trips to conscious,
humanitarian, and
Philadelphia. Also, included in even compassionate must Brent
the duties of CMC would be to Spears be to do this thing!"
raise financial assistance for might exclaim the average exthe disadvantaged students, to citable type upon hearing of Brent
set up sull?mer tutorial pro- and his mission. On talking with grams, to arrange' for medical Brent, however, a slightly., difstudents already in Philadelphia ferent picture arises. "No, I do
medical schools to act as .. ad- not consider myself to be as much
vocates" for students who apply a humanitarian or a moralist
-to medical college through the as I do a pragmatist," says Brent
CMC program, and to develop Spears. By pragmatism Brent
any programs which would fur- means that he intends to become
ther the goal of CMC. CMC of- a medical administrator rather
ficially started performing these than a practicing physician and
functions July 1, ,J 969, but for a c_o nsiders the challenges and
number of reasons it did not learning experiences involved in
really start until October 1969. successfully developing such a
To persuade the admission desperately needed thing as the
offices to readjust some of the Center for Medical Careers to
criteria of acc~ptance is another be the most pragmatic thing that
function of CMC. Already. the ef- he could do to develop his own
forts of CBA have reaped some career skills. This is not an
benefits since the six medical inspiring philosophy especially
establishments in .the Philadel- to the black students themselves
phia areas have, after all funded who · probably would like emphasis
the center for Medical Careers ·. ~laced
on more humanistic
, with a combined total of $25,000. :,, ifi~als,. _
.
_
This in addition to monies from · . A _closer look a! how others
several other organizations is __ view Brent Spears mdicates that
adequate to finance CMG and the he must have had the cards
salaries. of both the full time ,·, stacked against him even after
staff' namely Brent Spears, and '. ~the unfortunate late start of CMC.
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Philadelphia, Pa.

for the summer did not do any cr;eating are the ones who will ·
work (Brent, still in school for
make the 70' s unlike the 60' s.
the summer, could not begin
until Septemb~r); (2), the volDr. Young
unteer staff procured by the com:..
mittee that originated CMC never
(Continued from page 1}
materialized; (3) a secretary
cal
students are being radicalizwhich had been promised by the
ed
far
faster than any other stucommittee mid-October because
of a hiring mixup. So Brent dent group in the American eduSpears had to .start from scratch c.ational system. Dr. Young beat such a late date that it was lleves that the medical educavery difficult to adequately re- tional experience is· potentially
cruit medical students for the · qne of the most radicalizing benext year. To itemize further cause the individual studentphysome of the other side: ( l) black sician is forced to deal with the
students _are working with CMC results of society failures.
to recruit students and to per'"" Young finds that all over the
sonalize their stints to Phila- country, youth of the medical
delphia for interviews; (2).more profession are rejecting the old
disadvantaged students than in AMA model of the physician: one
years past will be admitted next who achieves maximumpersonal
year, undoubtedly; (3) Brent skill in order to attain maximum
Spears is undertaking , a job re- personal gain. The new youth are
quiring heretofore untried and bored with affluence.Having been
unthought of tactics and ways of brought up in the country club
life, they find it has become unmanagement and _a job fraught
attractive and even repulsive.
with the likelihood of being misYoung believes that legitiunderstood and mistrusted by
mate forms can be established
those he is working to help.
whereby a doctor can serve his
A person's mind can construct almost any situation, but comm~_ty. and reap the nonhow many medical students at -- ~ater1ahst1c rewards inherent
Jefferson could really conceive 1 ~ that service and at the same
of themselves in Brent Spears' time lead a comfo~able, but not
position? As Brent quoted, the ~uent personal life. Such legi60' s were a • •slum of a decade" . t1mate forms would necessitate
with all of its revelations of the group salaried practice as opdark side of the human spirit posed to. solo practice with fee
h
for service
t at can only be redeemed by
y •
.
0
those willing and daring enough c
r•
?ung _ described two
to creatively change their surom mun 1 ty sponsored local
roundings. Only the immature health centers inChicago.Health
maturing, the corrupted cleans - cen~ers such as these believes.he
(Continued on page 7)
ing, the masked unveiling, the
unwilling williJ!g and th_~ creative
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In fact, it seems unlikely that he
will pass along an effective, well
established CMC to next year's
director. First of all Brent was
not directly involved with CBA
last year, therefot-e he lacks the
same base of confidence that
blacks would give to a former
CBA member. He receives a
handsome salary for his efforts,
leading to more distrust. Black
students at Jefferson say for
the most part that Brent's pragmatism excludes a real human
concern. One freshman student
at Jefferson said that Brent
Spears •'has a low opinion of
people." This opinion stems from
the student's perception of
Brent's tinwillingness to delegate such responsibility to his
co-workers. This, the student
claims, along with the fact that
CMC got a late start last fall,
probably will mean that not a
significant increase of disadvantaged students over last year
will be admitted to the 1970
classes. Also, a few people feel
that Brent did not have adequate
competition for his position they say the committee which
chose him should have selected
a more qualified person for the
job.
Are the above opinions objective views of Brent Spears
and CMC? Of course, this too
is a matter of opinion, but one's
objective 'e ye always is in danger of being considered clouded
unless two sides (at least) of a
story, are presented. First, the
reason why Brent Spears and
CMC got off to a late start last
year are: ( 1) _CMC' s hired staff
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Extern
By Shep Dickman

on Call

''Nonsense!" I mused. '"She
My laugh turned to a look of
can't be that crass and callous. disbelief as I sat down and asked
By Mr. X. C.C. 111
After all, don't the two of you her to repeat that. ''That's right,"
have a lot in common. The very she said. "Rules are rules. And
"So you're the student oncall
fact that she's wearing that white our policy requires clean shaven
tonight. Well, I'm going to be busy
uniform, however starched and faces, back hair line no flirther
all evening, and I don't wantto be
expansive, must mean something. down than the ear lobes, and no
disturbed. I won't be available at
Alleviate the suffering. • .pat- side burns." I stared helplessly.
all between 7:30 and 8:00. 'The
ience. • .compassion. . .under- Not knowing an appropriate reFlying Nun' is on tonight."
standing• . • and more ••• much buttal to make at this point, I
I guess this means that the
rriore •••though L must admit that feebly inquir ed as to the source
intern isn't in the mood to teach
the resemblance to Ken Kesey' s of this policy ('"Military reguright now. I'd call the resident,
'Big Nurse' is there •••but, still, lations") and even more feebly
but he left strict orders not to
you must realize that he created requested an interview with the
be paged unless there is an atomic
a fictional type , figment of a mis- head policy-maker here at the
attack. I think I'll go on over to
guided, ill-informed author's hospital (''That won' t be possthe Nurse' sStation and re ad some
fa nciful imagination. And, on top ible.'') And I was e s corted polite charts . Here' s one, Mr . A. Pismo
·of that •• •"
ly out the door .
Clam, a patient with fulmi nating
'~Herer · He r loud voice woke
T his incident was .not lifted
Mondo r's Disease • .
me from my mid-day reverie and from Alice's Restaurant or Easy
" Excuse me, is that Clam's
dire cted me to fill out one last Rider - though it may seem likely
chart? I need it," the ward c lerk
Francis J . Megeary M.D.L.I.D .
form. As I ,did (and I had been that it was. Rather, this comes
said . "Are you the medical stufilling out "one last form" for a straight from a documentary a dent on call tonight? Dr. Bluster
week now), I sensed her eyes waiting release by Society Hill
says that you are supposed to take
fixed on me like st one. I felt un- Studios. The title is Jefferson at
vital
signs every thirty seconds
gins must not let
easy. It seemed somehow that the Turn of the Decade. It con- Man is He, who is called by
·on Mr. Whipsnade, the vegetable
The
products
of
Conception
c
ome
GOD, to Be,
I was out of place, that there was
cerns a big urban hospital and its
to grief
· in Room 326. We'd have a Nurse's
no room for me here within attempts to deal with the problems Through c onjugation of ovum
Aide do it, but it will be goodexThrough our failing to throw
and sperm,
these sterile confines, what with encountered in serv icing the
perience for you."
down the gauntlet
her robust body spilling calculcommunity with medical care. From which moment, throughout
''Room 326. I'm on my way."
Against murder shrouded in dis Eternity,
atingly into every corner of the There's a cast of hundreds, all
"Paging the medical student.
belief.
room. I nervously completed the highly skilled, highly regimented, His Rights are infinitely above
Paging the medical student."
L.
germ.
data card and placed it in front of and-highly paid.
"Operator, this i s 'Mr .X,' the
LLD. , COM(MC)VSNR, Ret. ,
the
unmoving figure. Fifteen
The incident cited above i s Like Man, the germ has a body
medical student."
·
230492
and soul;
m inutes with the lady and only the but a meager sampling of a
"Well, it's about time. You'd
·
Immaculate
Conception
Par
oswivel of the neckto acknowledge series-of well- executed take s de- It s s oul being its pr inc iple of
chial School, 1916
think · all I had to do all day long
life ;
my presence. Well, either she's picting individuals being refused
L aSa lle High School , 1920
is sit here and wait for you people
par alyzed from the neck down and employment because of a policy Man may kill it , himse lf, r e .
to answer pages.Call Dr.Bluster .
J e fferson Med ica 1 Co 11 ege, 1926 t 282 , ,
maining whole;
m outh up or I'm in the middle of based ,on fear or ignorance - or
Jeffers on Medical College,
a " H.e 11o, D.r . B l us t er , I thought
a blood curdling nightmare!
per haps both. So far, nothing new. Sinning not, since it has no after1926
life.
After handing me a list of · We've p.ear d it all befor e .
you would be getting r eady to
responsibilities as nursing aide,
This . individual was turned Albeit, Man must desist the cur- Feast of T he Immaculate Conwatch 'The Flying Nun' by now.
ception, December 8, '69.
she blew the closing whistle with away because his hair was too That converts Wombs into
It's 7:25."
Tombs; misbelief
577 Baeder Road,
long. Others were turned away for
an rhetorical, "Any questions,
''Ye s, well, we have an adThat none knows when Life beJenkintown, Penna.
son?" I. knew my time was up and
mission on the fourth floor. It' s
{Continued
on
page
8)
rose from the chair. Just then,
Mrs. Crumble, a 67 yearoldlady
a barely perceptible glimmer of
with acute post-nasal drip, unteeth accompanied that miraculresponsive to massive doses of
ous phenomenon, a smile, howDristan. Forget about those vital
ever feeble, and she coolly resigns on Whipsnade and goworkmarked, " Oh yes, son, one last
By Michael J. Blecker
up this patient for me. I'm going
thing. Of course you'll cut your
to be tied up for another 35 minhair before starting work."
utes or so I'll tell you what doors of what has become known
By
Lynn
Porter
Every year
millions of
It sounded with such an air of
take the history all by yourself.
as the " Shrine onWalnut Str eet."
finality and matter-of-factness American women in the prime
On Wednesday, December Can you handle it? Are you sure
Although for the most part these
of their lives are struck by pregthat I was tempted to nod perpilgrims were sufferers of preg- 17th McClellan Hall was the scene you can handle it? I'll be over
nancy. lnfactpregnancyissecond
functorily and leave. Perhaps it
nancy come to avail themselves of this year's freshman class later to do the physical exam
only to acne as a condition afwas a joke. Or just her mother_ly
of J~fferson' s new service, there play. The play was a takeoff on with you. Bytheway, while you're
flicting women in this age group.
instinct seeping through.
were those who came to sacrifice Rowan and Martin's "Laugh-In" on the fourth floor , take a look at
In an era when diet is the watchAt this point I laughed sheeptheir diplomas as an offering of aptly dubbed "Rosan and Mark- the guy with chronic priapism and
word few women of the " now
ishly and remarked that I prefe r
-thanks to the benevolent spirits lin' s Lab-In." Several profes- see what' s up."
generation" r elish nine month of
my hair the way it is , thank you.
Oh, boy ,a r eal wor k-up.Isure
that had made such a cure poss- sors were singled out fo r ac ever increasing plumpnes s c om Kind of a personal thing, you
colades. Dr. J ensh (Mensh), por- wi sh we would have had a cour se
ible.
plicated by unrelenting emesis .
know, Ma'm. L ike something you
Of c ourse not all who came to t r ayed by Gene Shaffer , gave a in history-and-phys ical- taking
T hus it was not s urprising that,
nurtur e and cultivate and beT JUH were true believers ~ The brilliant dissertation on the in- last year . I' ll take the stairst o the
when the local newspapers anc omes a part -of you. I figured
pro -pr egnancy camp was made up tegument complete with s lide s on fourth floor so that I don' t bother
nounced that Thomas Jeffers on
this explanation should _do the
of several gr oups. T here were ·the mammary gland complements the elevator oper ator. There's
University Hospital (funded by a
trick. ·
those who argued that the an- of Hugh Hefner's favorite maga- the nurse.
grant from the Mothers March on
But she mer ely looked down
"Hi, I'm here to work-up the
nounc ement by Jeff was pre- zine. Dr. Wise (Demise), played
Pregnancy) had discovered a cure
at her desk ·and r emarked, ''Well
mature in that there was no by Alan Resnick , demonst rated , patient with acute PND."
for this ailment, scads of grateful
then, you'd better lookelsewhere
' 'Yes, ·right this way. I'll in- ·
good evidence that such therapy the perils of emphysema . Shown
individuals beat a path to the
for a fob ." End of discussin~
would result in a permanent cure. was the sudden demise of one of traduce you!'
experimental humans
''Thank you."
Indeed there are as yet no stat- Jeff's
"Mrs. Crumble, this is the
istics in the literaq1re specify- herded in foracliniccorrelation.
~~
ing t~e 5 year post abortion re- Dr. Noback (Backtract), Jeff's medical student. He's got this
··~·~:.·~=~
Columbia import, played by Mil- little blue book and he's going to
currence rates.
Another group that was high- ton Packer, expounded on the read a lot of questions out of it.
'
''••
ly displeased consisted of those occulomotor complex. Lesions of You know - like 'Did you ever ·
·~
worthy
practitioners who had the sixth cranial nerve give have. chicken- pox or gonorrhea?"
~.z: ·
spent years perfecting t~e proper "ipsilateral paralysis of the or 'How many times a day doyou
have sex?' Then he's going to
technique of nail rusting and now lateral rectal muscle."
~I fouoo themselves unemployed; , . Dr.Eppel(Scheppel),portray- exa_mine yo~ and stare at your
victims, so to speak, of the new ed Joe Ferroni , proved that the entire body.
The perf.Ctly cut diamond has 58 facets (surfaces) each reflecting
''Call my real doctor! I ain't
technology. The plight of these pancreas , among other things , is
· md dissecting the light spectrum. The result can be bntathtoldng. ·
gentlemen, who were willing to really a i•pain-in-creas." Dr. lettin' no medical student pervert
It Is the ~is of .a dtomond's popularity; the source of its fasci· care for the "pregnant masses Hausberger (Xiphiod Umberger) examine mel Call the A.M.A.I
nating beauty . But there ore also. many f ocets to the story . of a
.
yearningto breathe free" when it portrayed by Barry Abraham , Call my lawyer!"
diamond, and one of the m0re importCS1t of these is the value
"Now, now, Mrs. Crumble,
showed his usual zealconcerning
was less fasionable to do so, is
side. What detennines a di, .mond's worth would toke a whole
indeed pitiable. Once hailed by body moisture and the importbook to desCribe. But to put it in a few words it bOils clown to
(Continued ·On page~ 7)
th 1s---your ieweler's integrity counts more than anything else.
their clients as angels, they are -ance of keeping the feet from
today barely scraping by. Hope extending over the edge of the
fully they may be retrained by table , Dr. Ramsey (Hamse),
-No
.•
- --some Federal agency and will played by Leland Cropper, glee·
-.INl•I •
,.
\.
,
some day trade in their rusty fully sold colored pencils and was · By Z. Bates
nails for the more modern potato gifted with pies in the face along
'•
. ·.
peeler and vacuum cleaner.
with the first prize in Student Oak paneled rooms,
Other disgruntled but someCouncil's Basket of Cheer raffle. Large doors of heavy stain,
what less clinically oriented · Not to be forgotten were the Long tables hewn with great pain,
narrators-Or. Merklin (Marklin) And all around cigar smoke
groups included the Motel Ownlooms.
er's
Association,
the
Di
a
p
er
played
by Frank Borgia and Dr.
~1215 WALNUT ST, . PHILADELPHIA, PA, - 19101 :::~~
·=·=~·
Carrel, a smattering of local
Rosa (Rosan), Jeff's Julius
2- .76~6
~~=I shotgun dealers and the Society Caesar with a smoking problem, A tiny mud hut ,
played by Anton Kemps. · The The Earth's the floor
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
~§:::
.Discounts on Nationally Advertised Brands
=·=» Storks. Undoubtedly the manage- highlight of the show was Bobby There is no door
DlAMOHDS *, WATCHES* JEWELRY* R.ADIOS * STEREOS ~:
Dumin's song in praise of Dr. And running water leaves a rut.
ment of TJU'ii will not be swayed
·.
. SILV_E R_WARE .* LUGGAGE
~ by a few negative voices and will John Shea.
* SMALL APt'LIANCES AND GIFTS
, ~~:
This ·writer was glad to see An all white cell
continue in its fight to eradicate
:)~
such a packed house. It was good The windows have bars
DINERS ci.ua :• BANKAMERICARD OPEN WEDNESDAY EVENING~ pregnancy, which has been deUNI-CARD CHARGE PLAN
-' TIL 9:00 P.M.
::•:•::
to see that the· uppercla s s men It gives a nice view of the stars
signated by the President as one
of
the
leading
···'jl!;····m~··m=·~~·
-~-·=-~-~~-·
causes
of
inflation
rallied to the occasion with en- And s ilence r eigns at the ringing
~~=··
~;;~
··=·=~=.
·
~~~
.
:·:«·=·=·=·~--·=··.
.......~
"
·
~·,.~.__! ~·
'!itia~·~·~~-s~.~·"!.·SS'!.;!•!·!.t&S!.-!-:i!!.a!.•...•....
~~-~
··--·~· ~-~!
of the bell.
in the Uni~~d- State s .
thusiastic support.
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Drugs and the American Mentality
By James J. Nocon

By Aris Sophocles

.

In Richard Bonnano' s article approach and moralization. Sim- not experimenting with his blood
DRUGS AND DRUG EDUCATION ply speaking, the moral approach levels by taking a little grass just
he states that drug education and is a rational approach that inti- · because he hasn't had any for
research was the only rational mately binds knowledge, judge- awhile. As phys ic ians we are only
approqch to the problems of drug ment, and responsibility . Moraldeluding ourse lves if we continue
use. To this I agree, however, ization is to philosophy (partito accept thi s label of "experione statement bothers me. He cularly ethics) what rationaliza- mentation.''
made a differentiation between tion is to psychology: merely an
However, most of us stimulate
people who experiment with drugs aposterior.i vindication of be- or depress ourselves with a little
and those that misuse them. The havior. I have this nagging feel sour mash,, sherry, tea, coffee,
former group had a ''right" to·do ing that in Mr • .Bonnano' s article tobacco, sex, and so on ad naus so as 1ong they harmed no one and and in my previous articles there eum et absurdum. Knowledge imwe (aS physicians I presume) have was a good deal of moralization plies the cardinal virtures- Justno ''right'~ to stop them. Of the taking place For example, sim- ice, Courage, Wisdom, Temperlatter group rehabilitation and ply · because an individual harms ance - and temperance concerns
prevention'. are the key insights to no one, does this give him a right that which we take into ourselves
sound therapy. Very emphatic- to individual freedom?
to keep us alive. Too much of any
ally, the authorassertsthemediDo we. really have a right to temperate object is harmful cal profession must elucidate that play - around with a potentially too much food makes us gluttons
the true nature of drug control is dangerous drug because the only is indeed harmful. Similarly, exhealth, not a moral problem. But Betz cells enqangered are our treme use of our · drugs can be
when Mr. Bonnano speaks of own? I say" play armmd" because harmful and when needed, a derights and individual freedom he the word "experimentation" used fecient use can be equally deis speaking of the philosophy of in this context smacks of moral- vastating. So we approach a midhuman behavior: ethics and ization. The individual in his dle road; not too much, not too
- morals. What bothers -me are apartment spacing out on some little, and herein lies ourvirtues.
(Continued on page 7)
our rights concerning drug ex- potent grass or some "orange "Virtus in media stat." A quesperimentation and our respon- heaven" to the kick of the french tion remains though - what do
sibilities concerning drug use. horns in TOMMY is not experi- we do about the consumption of a
--The issue of a Pass-Fail
There is a very big differ- menting . by any means. Neither temperate object about which we
System was referred totheComence between a moral or ethical is he hypocannabinolemic. He is know little? If reasonable, we
Student Reports
mittee on Student Promotions,
proceed cautiously, if rash, we
chaired by G.E. Aponte.
stumble headlong into a mire of
(Co~tin.ued from page l) _
· - -Considerations of criteria
regretful experience.My only adfor approval of electives not taken
vice philosophically, then, is to
established to handle scheduling at Jefferson.
By Mark Widome
, know what you are doing before
matters. Dr. Joseph Gonnella has
--Communications with the
. you attempt to act. We are not
given authority to approve any co chairman of the American
"The traditional marking ivation because of the ever pre-' ·saviours and we camot forgive
requests for , new elective cour- Academy of General Practice systems in the United States are sent external pressure of grade3 ourselves because we know not
ses (tqeCq_minittee reviews those have led to a meeting early in • • • so firmly entrenched that will have a hard time doing so what we do. One fact remain~
requests . Dr. Gonnella feels he February where the Committee even a suggestion that marking once he finishes his formal edu- clear though, possession of LSD
cannot reaily approve). The Com- will discuss the possibility of practices should be re-examin- cation · and the pressure is re- and marijuana is illegal ' but
mittee has been relieved of its general practice preceptorships ed meets_ with the kind of emo- leased. If the student is given the philosophically you can do whatprevious responsibility to con- as electives for credit.
· tional response usually reserved responsibility IJf forming from ever · you want as long as you
sider hospital affiliations. Thus
--Dr. Maurer was given ap- for attacks on the basic structure within his own motivation, he will understand and accept the resdiscussion at committee meet- . proval for his proposal to dis- of society and its philosophy.''
then and only then best develop ponsibilities of your actions.And
ings has centered around con- continue the laboratory aspects of
The above is from a book that sense of continuing academic if your actions are clearly illegal
cepts of education, such as the Biochemistry course for edited by George Miller, M.O., responsibility that one finds too you will be arrested. Can you
"core" and how to best define medical students and substitute a Director of Research in Medical infrequently in today's physician. accept this responsibility?
this in terms of the material series of conferences, demon- Education at the University of ·
Sir William Osler observed,
1 am not going to quote the
presented to the students, a spec- stations and study items.
Illinois, and entitled Teaching "The hardest conviction to get recent literature warning of the
ialty tract approach to curri- -The paucity of teaching in and Learning in Medical School into the mind of the beginner is dangers of LSD, grass, etc., beculum, -andor-gan.syste m-t.eaching genetics at jefferso was ~con- (Harvard U. Press,.Cambridge, that the education upon which he cause at best, the statistics are
versus the current-departmental sidered; the presentation of an · 1961). As of today, the author is is engagedisnotacollegecourse, equivocal and at worst, absurdly
approach.
optional . course to be offered not entir~ly correct because but · a life course, for which the contradictory. However, this fact
The following items should during the Spring Quarter was there seems to be evidence that work of a few years under teach- leads me back to my definition of
give some insight into the activit- met with favor, with the recog- this sort of objective re-exaer·s is but a preparation/'
an ethical approach to the prob- '
ies oftheCurriculumCommittee: nition that this may ultimatelybe mination has been going in quite STUDENT MATURITY
lem of drug abuse. Philosophic--The reports of the nineteen incorporated into core.
a few medical schools across the
Is the student mature enough ally we can only work from knowsubject committees were placed .
--Consideration of the role of country and most recently here for this sort of resp-onsibility, ledge, and man, a creature capunder review. The committees the National Board Examinations at Jefferson.
one might ask? Well, is is argued, able of recognizing knowledge
(made up of members from dif- in the curriculum.
However, Dr. Miller's book he is as mature as other graduate and acting with free will upon
ferent departments and two stuBesides Dr. Duane, themem- does have an essentially correct students who work well under a this knowledge, is obligated to
dents) have been asked to standby bers of the Committee are Drs. analysis of grading systems Pass-Fail system, and he is judge an act upon the available
until further information is re- Carpenter (pediatrics), DeBias themselves and the function of deemed mature enough to be facts. Yet we have very little
quested.
(physiology), Gilbert (Dean's of- _ grades. Grades are used as both given responsibilities in patient to work with and this fact eluci--Discussions concerning the fice), Gonnella (Dean's office), · a learning aid and as a reward care in his clinical years. One dates the nature of the situation.
goals of the curriculum.
Gottheil (psychiatry), Padula for study. They are a learning would be a bit disturbed were he In the face of a .rapidly growing
- - --Consideration of the gen- (surgery), Ramsay (a na t 0 my), aid in as much as a student may a patient in Jefferson Hospital problem of drug abuse that may
eral philosophy of the curriculum Shapiro (hematology), Studzinski use them to decide whether' he and ·were he aware that the extern be approaching the magnitude of
''Core will be defined as· the (pathology), and Ron Blum (';?O), " has properly assimilated the who was partially responsible for a national catastrophe, there
knowledge, skills and attitudes Mike Starrels ('69), and Larry material and to decide whether his m.edicalcarerieededgradesto seems to be very little that phyneeded by the non-specialist Miller ('70, alternate student). his study habits have been ef- keep him lea~ning his medicine. sicians can do; for very little in
about the area in question." This The . Committee rp.eets every fective . ..They are a reward for · . OTHER SCHOOLS
the way of knowledge has come
necessitates at least two types of ThUI"sday. at two p .M.
study in as much as they are an
Enough of Qpinions, let us ex- from all of our ••socio-politicoelectives, those necessary to
The role of the student mem- . end in themselves. They define amine the facts.A memo released economic-psychologic studies."
supplement core in some area of bers is_ to express the point of a category of prestige (e.g. the by the Student Records . Super- But our wise and vigilant governmajor study, and those peripheral view of the student body, as well top 1/3 of the class.)
{Cont in.ued on page 7)
{Continued on page 6)
to the student's area of study, as to keep the students informed
The first use of grades is well
, but of interest or application. as to the issues before the Com- and good. Few students or teach.
--Departments lecturing to mittee. To be able tomostclear- ers would dispute the value of
Junior students that also have ly interpret the student perspec- tests and grad~s as a method of
Juniors on a block rotation have tives and opinions we need maxi- self-evaluation. The second use
been asked if they would incor- mum inputs. Questionnaires and . of grades (as a reward) is where
porate the lectui-e material into discussion meetings supply much . the controversy begins •.
By Mike Starrels
the block, so thatWednesdaylec- of this. Another source of input ;
Is the use of grades as a retures - may be discontinued in are notes left for the Student ward desirable? To sample one
The following . thoughts were
3. Faculty feedback sufficient
to determine whether a ·student
favor of more time spent in the Council Curriculum Evaluation man's opinion, I againquotefrom
presented at the December
clerkships. While the depart- Committee in Box 32 in the·Jef- Miller.
meeting of thefacultypromotions has acquired the KSA necessary
ments of Obstetrics, Pediatrics, ferson Hall Mail Room. Every
"The unfortunate ·history of committee to initiate discussion to receive the M.D. degree.
Psychiatry and Surgery have a- student paying tuition to Jeffer- academiC grades as a rewardfor of Pass-Fail at Jefferson.
4. Faculty feedback sufficient
greed, Medicine is not willing to son should feel the responsibility learning has made s y m b o 1
The Objectives of any evalua- to properly. evaluate the teaching
programs.
·
change from Wednesday morning to channel his -suggestions and chasers of most students, intion _system include:
·
lectures at present. The other de- criticisms where they can have eluding medical students.If there
1. Student feedback on wheThe present lOOpointnumeripartments lecturing are being meaningful impact. We welcome is one function of grading that ther he is scquiring the knowledge ca.I system, a 3 or 4 point sysasked to reschedule their lee- yoiir thoughts. .
·
·
consistently works against major skills and attitudes (hereafter tern (high-pass, paSS', Jow-pass,
tures to Saturday mornii;igs. -If
Finally, all the members of goals of medical education it is
bb
. ed "KSA'')
. ed f
"fail or A, B, C, D, :t;:),_ a,Ixl a
a reviat
requir
or · straight pass-fail system, ' I bethe department chairmen agree the Faculty Curriculum Commit- this.
the
M.D.
degree
from
Jefferson.
lieve, all meet the above four
and the Executive Council ap- tee, students and faculty alike,
"If the medical ·student is to
This
is
a
qualitative
judgement.
objectives.
proves the recommendation, this are available to discuss any as- . assume more and more the role
2. Student feedback on how
could go into effect in September, pects of medical education of of the graduate student and of the
1970.
concern to Jefferson. Your com- mature, self-directing adult, if well he · is acquiring the KSA of con:~~r t:~~~n :r1i:1~ :f:L~o~
- -Consideration of hc, ~:ling ments, either informal or in he is to develop the habits of an outstanding physician at his different evaluation systems with
stage of his medical observations on the merits of a
electives on Friday afternoons writing, will not be taken lightly. continuing study required of a particular
education. This is a quantitarather than on Wednesdays, pend- The process of change must in- physician in our society, then he tive judgement which provides undifferentiated (pass-fail) vs a
ing the dissolution of the schedelude student opinion to beequit- must be freed from the clutch of the student with an external differentiated grading system~
lt is often said that differenuled Wednesdaymorninglectures able. Whether you approach the motivational grading and report- evaluation of his acquisition of
tiated grading systems provide
for Juniors.
representatives or organize in__: ing practices.''
- Under the present Jeffer- and effective reward for a signi..c-Afternoon electives were terested students around an
Dr. Miller assumes that a KSA.
son grading system this evaluamade available to the Freshmen issue, you have a right to express person who is not given the op- tion is used fo additional
(Continued on page 6)
Class.
your views and be heard.
portunity to internalize his mot- purposes to' be discussed below.
Voodoo, parasites, poverty.
200,000 people in need of medical care, and a 60 bed clinic in
Limbe, Haiti. That's Project Haiti. Since 1963 Jefferson students
have served at the Clinique St.
Jean for six to twelve weeks at
a time . • • have seen malaria,
kwashiokor, morasmus, parasites of all shapes and sizes
• . • have treated as many ·as
100 outpatients a day and attended the 40 pediatric, 10 obgyn, and 10 medical patients
that make up the inpatient population in the clinic .
Hard work in a far off clinic, however, is only one aspect
of Project Haiti. Here at home
the Project has had to face a
number · of vexing problems.
Lack of funds has been a perenial complaint. Now, thanks to a
$400 Christmas present from the
Jefferson Student Council, the
Project has been granted a reprieve, and two more Jefferson
students can be flown to Haiti
to work and learn. Recognizing

that such gifts offer only a temporary solution, the Project is
applying for large grants from
six private foundations in hopes
of securing an endowment to
support the Project for the next
five years.
Soliciting dr~gs and medical
supplies
has been
another
responsibility of the Project. To
make this task easier, the Project sought and was recently
granted the status of a "nonprofit organization" by the Internal Revenue Service. This
means that all who contribµte to
the Project can receive a tax
deduction. Sterling Drugs, International has recently agreed
to furnish any drugs produced
by one of its subsidiaries that
will be needed by the Clinique
St. Jean during 1970.
The other · perenial problem
has been Jefferson's reluctance

Pass-Fail at Jefferson
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(Continued from page 5)

ficant number of Jefferson stu- phenomenon to al~.
dents, and bythismeans stimuThird, intern selection is only
lates the acquisition of KSA. I competitive for the Jefferson
believe this is certainly true at graduates seeking the 'most dif the present time while Jefferson ficult positions to obtain. (In Sepstudents are underadifferentiat- tember, 1968, according to the
ed system, but to make a valid A.M.A. Approved National Intern
comparison we must try to visu- Matching Program, 631 of 717
alize the educational environment · hospital units available remained
in an undifferentiated system. unfilled for internships after the
· This should not be passed over first .round.) We should have sufas aneasy task for students who ficient t.r ust to be confident that
have been educated, and faculty our "best" students will be rewho have been educated and have cognized as such by our faculty.
taught, in . the former system. The other Jefferson students, the
Many medical schools are now vast majority, will get the same
finding that when the "grade re- internship regardless of the evaward'' has been removed attheir luation system.
institutions , students continue to
An undifferentiated evaluation
acquire K"SA with at least the system restructures the medical
same success. As an example, ; education experience from a
I suggest speaking with, or di- competitive td a co-operative enrectly polling, the Jefferson fa- vironment. There are several
culty who h'ave been preceptors spin-offS to such an important
for elective blocks to determine improvement. The value of aswhether they have observed .a sistance, consultation and dischange in the KSA between this cussion among students will be
year, which ~s pass-fail to a ma- reinforced as effective and dejor extent, and last year.
sireable techniques in handling
Furthermore, we must consi- medical problems. This will alder the long-term effects of the . ways prove a tremendous asset
differentiated and undifferen- both for the physician and the
tiated systems on the continuing patient. In additon, faculty and
education of Jeffersongraduates. students may find it easier to
I would suggest that the self- teach, learn and work in a coreliance ·and self-stimulation of operative environment.
an undifferentiated system is
4. We should strive to make
more compatible with ongoing medical education a more pleaeducation than is a system which sureable experience, provided ·
places stress on a "grade that such changes are not acreward."
companied by a sacrjfice in the
What about intern selection acquisition of KSA. I believe an
and other situations requiring undifferentiated evaluation sysevaluations
from Jefferson? tem will accomplish both.
First, we must be as certain as
5. Preliminary assessment
possible that when Jefferson re- of student opinion in early Nocommends one student over ano- vember, 1969 demonstrated trether on the basis of any evalua- mendous student interest at Jeftion system, that the system is ferson in a pass-fail system. A
accurate in measuring the extent more difinitive poll, consisting
to which our graduates reach the of- a) a specific proposal and
objectives of medical education. b) mailed to' every student, would
Several groups have tried to cor- be required before such an imr elate their evaluations of stu- portant change could be finaliz dents in medical school with per- ed. The following question, with
formance . in practice and have responses following, were put
·not met with success. Such retro- before the freshmen, sophomore
sp~ ctive . studies are very diffiand junior classes during a morncult to analyze since evaluation ing hour:
of performance as a physician is
.Proposal: Elimination of the
just as complicated' as the pro- numerical grading system and
blem we are discussing today, its replacement by a Pass-Fail
. but these results should be kept system with details to be arin mind. Second, an undifferen- ranged by a Faculty - Student
tiated gr~ding system does not, Committee:
in my · opinion, deny the usefulAgree Disagree
ness of personal evaluations. I Freshman
83
13
would like · to suggest that such Sophomores
28
134
personal comments could be juniors
7
37
made by faculty members when ·
254 843 48 163
both the student and instructor
agree that they are sufficiently
It is ·· also possible that the
· well acquainted to make an accu- contemplated change from a
rate determination. If this were / highly differentiated to an undifdone the evaluations would not ferentiated grading system will
consist of poorly distinguish- shift the Jefferson ·student's atable statements for at least two tention from exams (witness the
reasons: the importance of these tremendous concern last year
recommendations would be clear with whether Toxicology would ·
to the faculty under an undifferen- be on the sophomore Pharmacotiated system resulting in more logy final, the refusal of many
careful comments, . and the juniors to take to Ob-Gyn and
natural bias of every student. to Pediatrics · finals, etc) to how
'have the faculty member he sees best acquire the know ledge, -skills
as writing the best letter write and attitudes of an outstanding
his letter would be a common . physician.

·' ~-- -- --,--ik>ots and shoes.t'O''reach-~:
soul . of even · the most
. . radlcal high style dressers
.1 .
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•
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Unbelievable Styles
At Unbelievable

Prices
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faculty prefer the pass-fail system regardless of the system
currently in use at their institution.

Pass Fail At Jefferson
(Continued from page 5)

study. Southern California· like
the other schools previouslylisted, has now eliminated grades
permanently.

visor of the AAMC division of
student affairs in February 1969 DOES P /F WORK?,
PASS-FAIL AT JEFFERSON?
indicates that of the 92 medical
An abstract in the Journal o1
The matter of pass-fail · at
schoo s in the United States, 39 of Medical Education (9:869,1969) ] efferson is currently being disthem are operating under some describes the following experi- cussed by the Promotions Comsort of pass-fail system for at ment. In the fall of 1965, the Uni-- mittee whose responsibility it is
least one half of the medical versity of Southern California to decide such matters. A conschool curriculum. This figure adopted pass-fail on a trial basis. current study is being conducted
includes schools such as the Grades were dropped and replac- by an Ad Hoc Student Council
Medical College of Virginia which ed with "unsatisfactory." . and sub-committee with faculty rehave pass-fail grading only in the ''satisfactory," with _the possi- . presentation on it. This commitclincial years but does not include bility for honors. During the tee plans to report to .the stuschools such as Jefferson which school year students were tested dents on the various forms of
presently award pass.:.fail only . on the standardized Medical Stu- Pass- Fa i 1 enumerating the
for electives. As far as I know, dent Attitude Inventory. The restrengths and weaknesses of
28 U..5. medical schools now use sults showed that under the new each. It will then conduct a stupass-fa i 1 exclusively for all system students were doing more
dent poll to determine specific
preferences. This information
courses, for all years.
assigned reading, more unasThey are: Albany, Colorado, signed reading, and there was will be submitted to the Promo- ·
Florida, Georgia, Harvard, Iowa, some decrease in the amount"' o{ tions Committee where it is hoped
Kansas, Kentucky, · Downstate, cramming before exams as well that student desires in this matter
Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, as a net increase in self- directed will be weighed with considerable
New Mexico, North Carolina,
emphasis.
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh,
Rochester, Southern California,
·PROFESSIONAL LIFE INSURANCE SERVICE
Stanford, Temple, Tufts, WashTO THE JEFFERSON COMMUNITY
ington of St. Louis, Wayne State,
Western Reserve, Wisconsin,
Hershey, and N.Y .U.
·
FACULTY OPINIONS
How do faculty feel about the
merits of pass-fail? RobertBender in an article ••Attitudes To PERSONAL INSURA.N.C E PLANNING
ward Grading Systems Used in
Medical Education" (J. of Med~
Educ., 11:1076, 1969.)reportsthe
following results based on sampSUITE 1919
ling of opinion of students and
RES . OL 9-1925
3 PENN CENTER PLAZA
deans at 80 U..5. medical schools.
OFFICE LO 8°0!53!5
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 19102
Sixty-five percent of the deans
responding expressed a personal
preference for pass-fail grading. -- _ _ _ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ . . .
Among the deans of schools pre- ·
sently on a pass-fail system, 89
M~ ~O.·u.--La,.Juld,
'
. percent favored pass-fail. Among
7
"'"/'"'~""7'
A
the deans of schools that do not
now have pass-fail, 57 percent
A ~
f l'
were in favor of the elimination
~~
.~ c:> ~,,,,
'
of grades.
'

Georg.e H. Lubeck, C.L.U.
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STUDENT OPINIONS
Results of a Student Council '
Curriculum Committ~e

Ques-

tionaire this fall indicated that
better than 803 of the students at
Jefferson would preferpass-fail.
Bender reports that the majority A
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of students nationwide feel the · '
same way. Bender concludes that
A
the majority of students and_..---~------------'
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Drugs

the non-students moved from the . group of white immigrants to
building.
, Chlcago .from the South, pri·(Ct:m.tinued from Pal{e SJ
jefferson's lawyers, Ober- marily West Virginia and Virwe students are here to help you.;
"Mr. X"
mayer, Rehmann, Maxwell and ginia. _Medical students from
ment has passed laws making
Do you think this is fun? You
c/o ARIEL
Hippel ~ in consmrarion-with ~city :Northwestern collaborated with
possession of such dr ugs a
know, usually we are the third or
BOX .27
officials agreed upon a tax of the Young Patriots ·in establishfelony. The AMA stated . that
fourth person to ask you if you
Jefferson Hall
$32 ,058 to be distributed equit- ing the center. The Black Panther marijuana should not be legalized
· ever had chicken-pox. Listen, I
ably between Orlowitz and the Party Clinic despite police raids . because of its potential dangers.
Questions need not ·be signed. parking lot associated with the and the shooting of its leaders is even the ••silent majority" has
promise I won't tell anyone how
many times you had gonnorr- Names withheld upon request. In- apartment. In order to meet the near completion. Community condemned the use of marijuana.
teresting questions will appear in tax, increases will be made only leaders were responsible for
hea."
Fireman, police, and
Indian
''Call the head of the hospital! print with interesting answers. in apartment rent. There will be almost every aspect of the devechiefs including the FBI andCIA
Call Commissioner Rizzo! Call
no increase in parking rates. lopment of this medical center. have judged the' situation and the .
for Philip Morris! Get this mediAlthough the tax was retroEstablishment of community
swor:-d has fallen. T9e marks are
Rents Rise
cal student out of my room!"
active for the year 1969, the of- . health centers is only a first step everywhere, including the Jeffer"Thanks anyway, ma'am." I'd
ficers of tlie University agreed in the transformation of health son campus. But what facts are
(Co11tinued from page 1)
better call Dr. Bluster and tell
to absorb the tax through De- care. Young envisions subsequent these people working with, what
him whathappened. "Dr.Bluster,
knowledge compels them to a~t?
cember SI, 1969. All 1970 taxes .events in the transformation:
c o mp et e s with commercial
the lady refused to let me exbe ' distributed' among the election of community personnel This large segment of A~erica
apartments in the area. Students
amine her."
residents as follows: for a one to hospital boards of directors, is merely falling into the pratand hospital personnel who would
. ''Forget it then. How could
bedroom apartment an increase establishment of outpatient fa. falls of moralization and it is
otherwise contribute to city revyou screw that up? And I was going
of $8.00 per month, ·for a two cilities. to take .over many gen- about time we recognize this
enues by renting from taxable
to let you take a pulse too. Well,
bedroom apartment, $10.00, for eral hospital functions, nahypocritical · philosophical apcommercial building escape· ·the
proach.
you blew it. Why don't you just go
a three bedroom apartment, tionalization of the drug industax by living in Orlowitz.
The solution is to work with
over to the medical stug~nt place
$12.00.
try, ''flowering'' of the nonIn its report of the tax levy,
what knowledge we have. First,
and Stay outoftrouble?Youmight .
physician health professions.
the P h i 1 ad e 1p h i a
Inquirer
-Closing his address, Dr. we must petition for more inforas well go tobeaearly.Don'tfor(12/14/69) indicated that OrloYoung .warned his audience that mation. Research into the drugs
get you have 133 bloods to draw
.Dr. Young
witz was taxed primarily because
,the price of being a responsible that plague Americans must be
in the morning."
non-students were occupying the
continued and such research must
physician is going up and chal(Continued from page 3J
"Mr. X" would like to invite building. Subsequent to· publicabe honestly presented to the
lenged them to the task of transhis readers to send in any ques- tion of the article, Mr. Norwood
tions that they might have abc '.tt asked the city if Orlowitz could to be essential in the initial forming the heal th care system. public (this latteraspecthascon. spicuously failed tooccur-why?)
medical sch o o 1, love affairs, retain its tax exempt statits if stages of the transformation of
Secondly, as physicians I follow
grad es, Philadelphia, sex, or there were only student occup- the health care system. One
:
Mr. B onnano' s sugge.stion that we
=
what-have- you. Address all ants. The city replied that the center Young described was that
change drug abuse from being a
Questions to:
tax would still be levied even if ·created by the Young Patriots, a
legal
problem
to itsThe
truemedical.
nature
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,_ _ _ _ as
a health
problem.

Extern On Call

(Continued from page 4J
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Fidelity
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We want your money in a Fidelity Special Checking ·Account. And we're prepared to bribe you to sign up.

Or, if you prefer, y0u may choose a ~gh intensity study
lamp especially designed for deep personal thinkin~.

A free American Youth Plan ID Card entitles you to one.:.
half air fare on a stand-by basis on American, United,
Western, TWA, Northeast, Northwest, and Continental
Airlines. And you get one-third off on a reserved seat·basis
on Air West, Eastern, Braniff, Delta, and National Airlines.
The; card -gets low ~tudent rates at some of the best hotels
as well. (Note: The airlines restrict the Youth Plan Card
' ·
to students under 22.)

To get the bribe just open a Fidelity Special Checking Account for as little as $25 at one of our 60 offices. Fill out the
coupon and bring along your student ID card or proof of
college matrk .. lation. You'll soon find out the account is a
pretty good deal. Checks cost only 1Q¢ each. You pay only .
for checks you use. No _50 cents a . month service chargeduring the summer if you don't use the account. Minimum
balance? Only a dollar.

So come on in with your coupon, proof, and $25 now.
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Application for Fidelity Special Checking Account
Here is S-.-. _ to open a new Fidelity SpecJal Checking Account in
the name of:

School Address

I . O American Youth Plan ID Card

I

Zip

State

Qnly good for students under 22.
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JEFFERSON OFFICE
1101 Walnut Street
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Project Haiti
(Continued from page SJ

. The main reason in the past has
.been that the volunteers received
no formal supervisionortraining
from accredited . M.D.s. (The
Clinique St. Jean is st&ffed by a
mm and priest, who, though not
M.D.s, are supremely competent
l n the diagtJ~~~~,..":~<ftreatment
,.
of tropical di&eases~)i'J'o remedy
this the Project ·and Dean Gc:>nel- ·:·
la are now .negotiating .with· the
directors of the Alben Schweit.. 7.ei" Hospital in Haiti so that volunteers · can spend pan .of their
siX Ol'.':' twelve week service at
the hospital;,_,_
" · --,.,...
. ·
,, ~ sooh ire the P ti>Iee'i -s ~h&J.7 ~,
lenges. It ls hoped.· that·' tit the
near fun.re the Project can ~
cure ·1ong-term financial backing. can ~~lsh an afftliation

Miss
Mrs.
_M_r._."----------------~-------'-

City

.

.

. ··· ~

"j

tive c~ectit for ·service in Haiti.

!

I
I.

.,

to grant Project vohmteers elec-

r--------------~---------------,

I
I
I
I
I
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community can be very instrumental here by challanging the
\MA and FDA to reclassify the
~arcotics Act. Hallucinogens are
not narcotics and this knowledge
obligates us to redefine them. A
little serious thinking about their
definition may lead us to a solution concerning their use .a nd
abuse. At this moment, Congress '
is debating a bill to lower the
penalties for possession of marijuani petetion your congressman '
and senators to study and reclassify this drug. Carbon copy
your ·petition· and send it to 1the ·
AMA and the FDA. A well publicized and concerted effort here
may change a few laws and establish more intelligent ones.
Thirdly, we should establish a
phys~cians coalition to stucfy 'cirilg''
· abuse and give it the power and
backing to establish such institutions like "Help" and Gaudenzia
House which help people with drug
problems. In this way we also help
ourselves by gleaning mo:te information for ' and about · s u c h ·
people.
There are many things that
can be done, what is needed are
more people with a better understanding of these problems than
myself to guide and helpinforming a physicians coalitionondrug
abuse. Even though the knowledge
is scarce and attimes fleeting my
little exercise in an ethical approach does suggest a course of
action and it is a simple one.
Get off your ass and act. - ·there
are people out there that need
help and if we cannot help them,
who can?

.
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Hair
(Continued from page 4)
similar reasons like sex and
color of s kin. None of the individuals had recourse to disputing
the decision o! the 'Big Nurse'
who, of course, has final word
in hiring and firing. In fact, no
one said anything. No one could.
They simply walked away, down
the long, sterile corridor, with a
resounding "Sorry, that's policy,
son" still ringing in their ears.
Standard Hollywood technique.
On one level, this documentary exposes the discriminatory
policies of one of this country's
vital institutions. Unfortl.lllately,
in all this there's nothing new.
We've tolerated it for so long our
senses have become numb to its
decadent odor. And even though
significant legislative measures
have been taken in recent years,
discriminatory policies still persist in all areas of American
life - although the more blatant
forms of injustice have been banished from "the writtenword and
into the dark confines of unspoken
sentiment and unwrittenpolicies.
On another, perhaps more
disturbing, level, this documentary is a tragedy, a distinctly
American tragedy. The main
thrust of the film is not the immediate issue raised by discrimination against and dehumanization of the i~div idual. Rather,
the film clearly depicts the gradual demise of a much needed institution, an institution which had
the r esources but lacked the insight and understanding to meet
the challenges of the times ~
The hospital diligently kept
astride the rapid changes in
medical techn~logy and instrumentation. To fail to do so would
have been insane. But amidst the
medical upheaval, the hospital
neglected one aspect of their
service - their patient s and their
s oc io- economic environment.
The hospital ignored the upheaval
in social structure and social
-mores. It failed to realize that
the medical delivery as implemented or retarded by ho spital
policy had to be constantly reexamined in the light ofthe"outside world," within the context
of the changing times.
For you see, as the ''longhaired, dark-skinned, slant-eyed
freaks" were turned away one by
one in: the holy name of policy,
the hospital found itself surrounded by a sea of sickness and
suffering - with no way of de-

livering the needed medical assistance. All the lab technicians
and nurses' aides grew long sideburns and were, consequently,
fired. However, this left no one ·
to clean -the bedpans 'and change
the linen and perform all those
other "menial"
tasks. And,
though the medicine cabinet were
crammed full, typhoid fever· was
running rampant through - the
ward.
"
In the final scene, the hospital
has been forced to shut down.
The administrators, who have
been forced to dye their skin and
let their hair grow and string
love beads in order to secure
employment at one of the local
hospitals, march solemnly down ..A.
Walnut Street, single file, with 'Y
'Big Nurse' at the head. -And
the triumphant notes of Thus ...._ Spake Zarathustra bring the doc- · 'Y
umentary to a throbbing end.
Because of inctedulity arid A.
lack of cleverness I rate this 'Y
picture "disastrous."

CAMERAS
CLEARANCE
Carousel Slide Projectors,
Fujica-Movie Camera, Super Topcon
Adventure 35 mm Projector,

t

(Continued from page 7)
with the Albert Schweitzer Hospital, can afford to send four ·or
more students at a time, .and can
set a precedent in medical education: i.e., giving med students
the opportunity to learn medicine on the spot under , minimal
conditions rather than in classes
and modern, hospital'S under the
somewhat artificial conditions
they provide.1
For the pre sent, however, the
Project has great hopes, $400,
and openings for two Jefferson
juniors or seniors to serve in
Hai t i from January 2 5 thru March
8. If you're interested in seriring
at this time or in the future,
please contact Aris Sophocles,
1825 Delancey St., Phila • . . •
Kl 6-0716 .
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